CONSTRUCTION
FAQ Arrival Questions
What is the safest way to approach and depart from St. Bonaventure School?
-We advise to always make RIGHT-HAND turns when entering and leaving the school. This is
the SAFEST way to enter and depart school property and surrounding streets. Left-hand turns are
dangerous due to lack of visibility, and with heavy traffic in the mornings, are slowing down traffic.
Why is parking not permitted on Orlando St.?
-Parking on Orlando St. can cause safety issues and traffic congestion. Parked cars obstruct views,
which can make walking across the street simultaneously with moving traffic very unsafe.
Why does my child need to be ready to exit the car with their belongings in carline?
-When your child/children have to get their belongings out of the trunk, they place themselves in
between your vehicle and an idling car behind them. This situation could pose a serious safety risk.
-Being prepared to exit the car at car line helps efficiency and speeds up car line traffic flow, thus,
reducing back up.
Why is there only one main entrance via the Duffy gate to the school?
-The church construction project has resulted in some temporary changes to our campus footprint
for the duration of the project. In an effort to increase safety awareness, we have decided to have
one entry during arrival times. This helps manage the foot traffic and ensures that all of our
students are safely waiting to start their school day behind an adult-supervised closed gated area.
Who is monitoring my child/children behind the closed school gates?
-Students are separated into 3 main areas, by grade level. Each area is monitored by morning duty
teachers, as well as yard duty volunteers.
Why can’t my child/children use the side gate located by Orlando St?
The walkers’ gate is reserved for families who reside in the adjoining neighborhood and have
signed a permission slip to use this drop-off/pick up method. Due to their proximity to the school,
these families do not use their vehicles during arrival/dismissal. Please note that the walkers’ gate
(located by Orlando) closes at 7:55 am.

Feedback/Questions or Concerns: construction@stbonaventureschool.org

